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For many mammals, individual recognition of conspecifics relies on olfactory cues. Certain individual recognition memories are thought to be stored when conspecific odor cues coincide with surges of noradrenaline (NA) triggered by intensely arousing social events. Such familiar stimuli elicit reduced behavioral responses, a change likely related to NA-dependent plasticity in the olfactory bulb (OB). In addition to its role in these ethological memories, NA signaling in the OB appears to be relevant for the discrimination of more arbitrary odorants as well. Nonetheless, no NA-gated mechanism of long-term plasticity in the OB has ever been directly observed in vivo. Here, we report that NA release from locus ceruleus (LC), when coupled to odor presentation, acts locally in the main OB to cause a specific long-lasting suppression of responses to paired odors. These effects were observed for both food odors and urine, an important social report that NA release from locus ceruleus (LC), when coupled to odor presentation, acts locally in the main OB to cause a specific long-lasting suppression of responses to paired odors. These effects were observed for both food odors and urine, an important social recognition cue. Moreover, in subsequent behavioral tests, mice exhibited habituation to paired urine stimuli, suggesting that this LC-mediated olfactory neural plasticity, induced under anesthesia, can store an individual recognition memory that is observable after recovery.
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Introduction

Accurate recognition of mates, kin, and other familiar conspecifics is critical for survival; in many animals, behavioral responses otherwise evoked by strangers are specifically suppressed for familiar individuals. Neural habituation of sensory responses evoked by familiar individuals may be one mechanism underlying this behavioral habituation (Horn, 1985). Many mammals achieve recognition of conspecifics through the detection of species-specific chemical cues using their olfactory systems. It is widely held that certain olfactory memories for cues related to mating, birth, or maternal care involve structural and functional changes in the olfactory bulb (OB) triggered by noradrenaline (NA) (Brennan and Keverne, 1997), which may result in subsequent suppression of aversive behaviors toward the remembered individual and related stimuli. NA release in the OB also apparently plays a role in conditioning or discrimination tasks involving arbitrary odorants (Brennan et al., 1998; Doucette et al., 2007). Nonetheless, long-term physiological plasticity of olfactory bulb activity gated by NA has never been directly demonstrated in vivo.

Several lines of evidence indicate that social olfactory memories are stored as persistent changes to the circuitry of the OB, which is the first CNS station for odor processing. Inactivation of the OB, but not its downstream targets, impairs memory storage during encounters (Kaba et al., 1989). Postencounter electrophysiology (Wilson et al., 1987; Sullivan et al., 1989; Binns and Brennan, 2005), imaging (Yuan et al., 2002), and 2-deoxyglucose labeling (Coopersmith and Leon, 1984; Sullivan et al., 1989) imply changes in OB responses to memorized odors. Nonetheless, single time-point comparisons of population activity across animals, as were made in these studies, could not reveal the initial response of a given cell, or how it changes dynamically during memory formation. Olfactory memory formation is accompanied by persistent increases in bulk GABA content in the OB (Kendrick et al., 1992; Brennan et al., 1995; Rangel and Leon, 1995), as well as increased numbers of inhibitory synaptic profiles evident in EM material (Matsuoka et al., 2004), consistent with the idea that there is a lasting increase in inhibition onto cortically projecting OB neurons activated by the familiar conspecific (Brennan and Keverne, 1997). Despite these important observations, dynamic changes in odor responses that could underlie olfactory memories have not been directly observed.

The circuit mechanisms of olfactory memories are not well understood; however, it is likely that NA is a key participant in the underlying synaptic modifications. Memory formation is marked by a dramatic surge of NA in the OB (Kendrick et al., 1992; Brennan et al., 1995; Rangel and Leon, 1995), which is likely caused by a release from axons that arise from neurons in the brainstem nucleus locus ceruleus (LC) (Shipley et al., 1985; McLean et al., 1989), and which is apparently triggered by intensely arousing social events such as mating, birth, or maternal care (Kendrick et al., 1992; Brennan et al., 1995; Rangel and Leon, 1995). Application of NA antagonists (Sullivan et al., 1989, 1992)
or ablation of noradrenergic terminals (Keverne and de la Riva, 1982; Pissionnier et al., 1985; Sullivan et al., 1994) block memories, and evoking NA release is sufficient to alter behavioral responses to accompanying odors (Sullivan et al., 2000). Thus, NA is likely to modulate synaptic function in the OB. Indeed, previous studies showed that NA transiently enhances excitability and responses to sensory input in OB mitral/tufted (M/T) cells through direct and disinhibitory mechanisms (Jahr and Nicoll, 1982; Trombley and Shepherd, 1992; Jiang et al., 1996; Cimbor et al., 1999; Hayar et al., 2001). However, these studies did not assess whether NA can gate long-term synaptic plasticity.

To assess whether NA can have long-term effects on the encoding of social and nonsocial odorsants, and whether these effects can cause changes in subsequent behavior, we developed a preparation using stimulation of LC to precisely coordinate NA surges with odor exposure in anesthetized mice and directly observed the neural and behavioral consequences. We report that pairing LC stimulation with odor presentation causes long-lasting suppression of odor responses in the main OB (MOB). The suppression specifically attenuates responses to paired stimuli, and is attributable to local noradrenergic mechanisms that may modulate inhibition from nearby granule cells. LC pairing suppressed neural responses to food stimuli and, importantly, urine from other mice. Finally, in subsequent behavioral tests (24 h after stimulation), mice exhibit habituation specifically to paired urine stimuli relative to unpaired urine, suggesting that our experimentally induced olfactory plasticity stores a highly selective long-term individual recognition memory. The induction of a memory under anesthesia opens the cellular substrates of this memory for detailed study.

Materials and Methods

All experiments were performed in strict accordance with National Institutes of Health and Duke University Institutional Animal Care and Usage Committee guidelines.

Electrophysiology. Adult male sexually naive C57Black6 mice (Charles River Laboratories) were initially anesthetized with 100 mg/kg ketamine and 20 mg/kg xylazine. Subsequently, anesthesia was maintained with sevoflurane (1–3% in pure O2). LC stimulation was performed >2.5 h after initial injection. Odor responses under this anesthetic are sparse and selective, as they also are in awake animals (Rinberg et al., 2006; Davison and Katz, 2007). Fifty-seven well isolated neurons were recorded throughout the MOB with tungsten microelectrodes (1–1.5 MΩ; Micro Probes); only presumptive mitral/tufted cells (based on depth, background activity, spike amplitude, conspicuous respiratory coupling, and in 32 of 52 cases, electrolytic marking lesions) were considered for analysis (supplemental Fig. 1A, B, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Moreover, our population of extracellularly recorded neurons was physiologically indistinguishable from a set of intracellularly recorded and morphologically identified M/T cells (supplemental Fig. 1C–E, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). Extracellular neural data were recorded with an AC differential amplifier (Model 1800; A–M Systems), and intracellular data were recorded with an Axoclamp 2B (Molecular Devices) in bridge mode. Signals were band-pass filtered between 300 and 5000 Hz and digitally acquired to disk at 10 kHz.

Odor stimuli were delivered to the nose (2 s delivery, 30 s interstimulus interval, 60 s for urine) via flow dilution into the oxygen stream (10% into 1.5 L/min O2) using a custom 64-channel olfactometer. Stimuli were drawn from a panel of natural food odorants acquired from local grocery stores (peanut butter, chocolate, apple, banana, sesame oil, cheddar cheese, lemon, onion, vanilla, orange, coffee, cumin, clove, cardamom, nutmeg, tea leaves, and liquid smoke) and were flow diluted from their full strength form. For urine, 200 μL was placed in a vial with a small piece of tissue and was used for only 10 presentations. Only cells exhibiting excitation responses to at least one stimulus were selected for analysis.

For pseudorandom presentation of multiple odors, stimuli were presented in blocks in which each odor was presented once per block in random order. Depending on its random position in a given block, “antipaired” LC stimulation was separated from the preferred odor by 30, 60, or 90 s.

Electrical stimuli were applied through monopolar tungsten microelectrodes (0.5–1 MΩ; Micro Probes) and consisted of 3 s, 5 Hz trains of 200 μs, 35–60 μA biphasic pulses delivered to LC ipsilateral to the recording electrode and beginning 2 s before stimulus onset. Activation of LC substantially increases NA release in the olfactory bulb (El-Etri et al., 1999). Although that study did not assess release as a function of LC firing, tonic activation at this frequency is at or near the point of maximal NA release as measured in prefrontal cortex (Florin-Lechner et al., 1996; Berridge and Abercrombie, 1999). Chemical stimulation of LC was achieved with 20–50 ms, 10 psi puffs of 100 μm carbachol applied with a Picospritzer III (Intracel) through a glass pipette (inner diameter tip, 10–20 μm), and preceding the odor by 1 s. Local NA receptor blockade in the MOB was similarly applied with 1–2 larger bolus injections (200–400 ms, 3–5 psi) within 200 μm of the recorded cell. In addition to online physiological criteria (supplemental Fig. 2, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), all stimulation and many recording sites were confirmed by observation of electrolytic marking lesions in the target structure (20 s, −10 μA DC) (see Fig. 1B; supplemental Fig. 1A, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material).

Data analysis. All data were analyzed with Matlab (Mathworks). Odor-evoked response strength for each trial was defined as the mean firing rate during the stimulus and 1 s after (3 s total), subtracting the mean firing rate during the previous 6 s. Changes in response strength and spontaneous firing rate were assessed for each pairing with an unpaired t test comparison of 20 prestimulation responses with 20 poststimulation responses. Suppressed sites were assessed for persistent suppression by comparing the same prestimulation responses with the last 20 responses before the end of the record for that cell, or where applicable, the next stimulation. In cases where <20 responses were available, at least 10 were used, and for multiple odor experiments (see Fig. 2), 10 responses from each period were compared. For population data, prestimulation responses for each site were normalized to 1. As a result, the prestimulus response population had no variance, and the population of mean post-stimulation responses was tested for significant difference from 1 using a Wilcoxon signed rank test. Some cells (14 of 57) were stimulated twice and contributed two data points to the population. Exclusion of these extra data points did not change any of the results.

The phase and strength of respiratory coupling to neuronal firing was calculated as follows. Cells with at least 30 continuous seconds of spontaneous activity and sufficient quality of the breathing measurement signal (44 of 57 neurons) were selected for analysis. For each inspiratory cycle, the time from the preceding to the subsequent inspiratory peak was normalized to −2π to +2π, and spikes were binned between −π and +π at a bin size of π/10. Bins were considered vectors with a phase angle and magnitude, with the angle and magnitude of their vector sum denoting the phase and strength of coupling for that cell. The angle was expressed as degrees, and the magnitude was normalized to the summed magnitude of all bins regardless of phase.

Urine collection. Adult female BalbC, 129, and FVB (Friend virus B) mice confirmed by vaginal cytology to be in estrus were placed overnight in custom metabolic cages. A fine, stainless steel mesh caught feces and other solid material, whereas urine fell into a receptacle and was frozen immediately on dry ice. Urine was pooled from 2 to 4 individuals of the same strain. Urine used for physiology was collected and pooled regardless of estrus cycle.

Behavioral testing. Male sexually experienced C57Black6 mice (Charles River Laboratories) were anesthetized (100 mg/kg ketamine and 5 mg/kg xylazine) and delivered odors as above. Two strains of urine were presented 20 times each in interlayered blocks of 10. For stimulation mice, one urine was designated to be paired with 5 s, 5 Hz trains of 200 μs, 40 μA biphasic pulses to the left LC beginning 2 s before odor onset. The selection of stimulus strains and the asignment of the paired stimulus were random and balanced across mice. Control mice were treated identically, including placement of the electrode in LC; however, no stimula-
Figure 1. Pairing odors with LC stimulation suppresses odor responses in the MOB. A. Odor response suppression. Left, Odor-evoked firing rate above spontaneous discharge is plotted for a series of 220 presentations of cumin. During the shaded periods, each of 20 presentations was paired with a 5 s, 5 Hz, 40 μA train of biphasic electrical pulses applied to LC. Each pairing period resulted in a significant lasting suppression of the response to the odor. Right, Peristimulus time histograms show the mean response in each denoted epoch. B, Micrograph of an LC-stimulation site. One intact LC (right) is visible, outlined in white in this Nissl-stained coronal section. A marking lesion denoting the stimulation site in A is evident in the opposite LC (left, arrow). Dorsal; M, medial. C, Histogram of effects of LC stimulation. Here and in similar graphs, the poststimulation response (normalized to baseline) is plotted for each of 18 electrical LC-stimulation cases with a single odor.

Results

The MOB and accessory OB (AOB) are both functionally implicated in social recognition. We focused our study on the MOB, which processes olfactory social cues (Schaefer et al., 2001; Lin et al., 2005, 2007; Liberles and Buck, 2006) and is likely to participate in individual recognition through the detection of social signals in urine (Pankevich et al., 2004; Mandiyan et al., 2005; Keller et al., 2006; Spehr et al., 2006; Wang et al., 2006). We developed a preparation to allow controlled manipulation of odors and LC activity and assessment of subsequent neural and behavioral responses. Using acutely anesthetized mice, we recorded odor-evoked activity of individual M/T cells in the MOB (supplemental Fig. 1, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) (see Materials and Methods), which receive direct input from olfactory receptor neurons in the nasal epithelium and thus constitute the first CNS station for odor processing (Shepherd and Greer, 1998). In initial experiments, to increase the likelihood of locating responsive M/T cells, odor stimuli were drawn from a panel of food odors (see Materials and Methods). We achieved temporal control of endogenous NA release with electrical stimulation of LC and measured the strength of the odor-evoked response in M/T cells before and after pairing odors with LC stimulation.

LC pairing reduces odor responses through NA release

Pairing odorant delivery with LC stimulation often (12 of 18 stimulations) resulted in a lasting suppression of the odorant-evoked response in the recorded M/T cell (Fig. 1A). Across all cells and stimulations, LC pairing during repeated presentation of single odors led to significant suppression of responses to the paired odorant (Fig. 1C) \((n = 18; 26 \pm 7.5\% \text{ suppression relative to normalized baseline responses; Wilcoxon signed rank test, } p < 0.001)\). The strength of the suppressive effect was not related to anatomical location in the LC, absolute magnitude of the baseline odor response, or spontaneous firing rate \((p > 0.05)\) (supplemental Fig. 3, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material). LC-mediated suppression of the odor-evoked response was long-lasting; of 44 cases exhibiting suppression reported here and in other experiments below, 39 remained suppressed for the duration of the recording (mean: 63 min; range: 14–260 min). Thus, pairing odor delivery with electrical activation of LC triggers a long-lasting form of olfactory plasticity in M/T cells.

Spontaneous discharge rates in M/T neurons were not systematically affected by LC stimulation, when measured either acutely during stimulation \((n = 59; 1.1 \pm 3.2\% \text{ suppression; Wilcoxon signed rank test, } p = 0.32, \text{ excluding one low-firing rate outlier which exhibited a low absolute, but high relative, increase})\) or after the end of stimulation \((n = 59; 7.2 \pm 4.2\% \text{ suppression; Wilcoxon signed rank test, } p = 0.12)\). These observations were unaffected by considering only sites that showed a suppression of odor responses \((n = 43; \text{acute effects, } 2.6 \pm 3.3\%; \text{last effects, } 12 \pm 5.0\%; \text{Wilcoxon signed rank test, } p = 0.06)\). Jiang et al. (1996) observed a transient but substantial decrease in spontaneous activity of M/T cells shortly after the initiation of activation of LC. It is not clear why we did not observe this effect, but it is possibly related to the strong and sustained nature of their manipulation (lasting minutes, as opposed to seconds).

Habituation of odor responses was not observed in the absence of LC stimulation. Control recordings made for a time span equal to that over which the above cells were tested \((60 \text{ repetitions})\) showed no significant suppression of response strength \((n = 13 \text{ cells}; 3.9 \pm 4.5\%; \text{Wilcoxon signed rank test, } p = 0.60)\). Additionally, in cells receiving LC stimulation reported here and below, responses were stable before LC pairing, exhibiting a mean decrease of \(<3\%\) over their baseline period \((n = 57; \text{Wilcoxon signed rank test comparing the first and second halves of a mean baseline period of } 28 \text{ repetitions, } p = 0.08)\). At some sites, rapid
habitation was observed over the first 2–3 repetitions, but this period was always excluded from analysis. Thus, with these stimuli, repeated presentation of an odor alone was insufficient to cause habitation.

We next used complementary pharmacological activation of LC to exclude a contribution of axon fibers from other sources that passed near to our stimulating electrode. Injections of cholinergic agonists selectively activate LC neurons (Adams and Foote, 1988; el-Etri et al., 1993; Jiang et al., 1996) and not passing fibers; therefore, we substituted electrical stimulation in LC with brief puffs of the muscarinic cholinergic agonist carbachol (100 μM). Carbachol injections caused brief neuronal excitation comparable in magnitude to our electrical stimulation (Fig. 2A). Pairing carbachol with odor stimulation consistently (10 of 12 stimulations) decreased responses to the paired odors (Fig. 2B). Across all sites (n = 12), chemical stimulation of LC caused a significant suppression of responses to the paired odorant (38 ± 8.1% suppression; Wilcoxon signed rank test, p < 0.01) that was indistinguishable from the suppression for odorants paired with electrical stimulation of LC (Fig. 2C) (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p = 0.69). Thus, LC-mediated olfactory plasticity results from specific activation of LC neurons and is likely to be largely insensitive to the precise temporal pattern of LC activity. This is consistent with the observation that olfactory memories are linked to sustained surges of NA release that presumably lack precise temporal structure (Kendrick et al., 1992; Brennan et al., 1995; Rangel and Leon, 1995).

Along with direct NA release in the MOB, LC stimulation is likely to trigger release of NA as well as other neurotransmitters in many additional brain regions. We assessed the necessity of noradrenergic receptor activation local to the MOB for LC-mediated olfactory plasticity by performing LC-odor pairing after a focal injection of α- and β-type noradrenergic receptor antagonists (1 mM phenolamine and 1 mM propranolol, respectively) near the recorded M/T cell in the MOB (Fig. 3A); acute modulation of MOB circuitry is observed with activation of both receptor types (Hayar et al., 2001). Notably, NA antagonist injections consistently abolished the suppression of odor responses by LC pairing (1 of 6 sites showing suppression) (Fig. 3C); population data showed no difference between prepairing and postpairing responses (Fig. 3B) (2.1 ± 5.5% suppression; Wilcoxon signed rank test, p = 0.84). In contrast, sites that received identical control injections of saline still showed significant suppression in response to LC-odor pairing (Fig. 3B) (n = 7; 18 ± 0.5% suppression; Wilcoxon signed rank test, p < 0.05). Sites with antagonist injections significantly differed from electrical stimulation without injections (Fig. 3C) (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p < 0.05), whereas sites with saline injections did not (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, p = 0.44). Thus, although our stimulation undoubtedly evoked widespread NA release and may have effects on olfactory processing in deeper brain structures (Bouret and Sara, 2002; Best and Wilson, 2004), LC-mediated odor response plasticity requires NA receptor activity in the MOB close to the recorded cell. This finding indicates that LC stimulation modifies odor responses through a noradrenergic mechanism acting on the local MOB circuit, but does not resolve whether the proximal target of NA input is the M/T cells and/or the inhibitory granule cells. Both cell types show acute responses to NA in vitro (Jahr and Nicoll, 1982; Hayar et al., 2001).

**LC-mediated suppression is specific to paired odors**

Olfactory memories involve selective suppression of behavior toward specific individuals, so if LC-mediated plasticity underlies specific memories, LC stimulation should selectively affect responses to the paired odor. The preceding experiments do not resolve whether LC-mediated plasticity of olfactory responses was global or specific to cells responding to paired odorants. They also do not assess its activity dependence, that is, whether the LC stimulation can modulate olfactory responses for a given cell when separated in time from stimulus-driven firing. To answer these questions directly, we presented 3–4 odorants in pseudo-
random order; one odorant elicited a response in the recorded M/T cell (preferred odor), and the others elicited no response (nonpreferred odors). Importantly, other recordings demonstrated that all odorants in our set were effective at driving responses in the MOB (data not shown). We varied the timing of LC stimulation so that it coincided with either the preferred odorant (“pair” condition) or one of the nonpreferred odorants (“antipair” condition, separated by 30–90 s; see Materials and Methods) (Fig. 4A). As expected, LC pairing with the preferred odorant consistently suppressed (11 of 16 stimulations) the response to the preferred odor (Fig. 4B) (52 ± 8.7% suppression; Wilcoxon signed rank test, \( p < 0.001 \)). Notably, identical LC stimulation, when applied in conjunction with a nonpreferred odorant that elicited no response in the cell, never (0 of 11 stimulations) resulted in suppression of the response to the preferred odor (Fig. 4B; supplemental Fig. 4, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material) (–13 ± 14% suppression; Wilcoxon signed rank test, \( p = 0.97 \)). These data significantly differed from those obtained in the pair condition (Fig. 4C) (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, \( p < 0.001 \)). All odors evoked robust responses in the MOB, and for 4 of 11 antipaired cases, we even observed plastic responses to the same odor in separate experiments, and thus, we can infer that suppression occurred at other locations. Furthermore, in a few cases, pairing to a nonpreferred stimulus significantly increased responses to the preferred stimulus (Fig. 4A, C), raising the possibility that some lateral inhibition to the recorded cell was removed. Nonetheless, we conclude that the suppression of odor responses is limited to stimuli that are coupled to NA release in the MOB. The joint requirement for sensory drive in the mitral cell and exposure to NA thus confers stimulus specificity to the effects and has the consequence that LC stimulation and an odor must coincide for responses to that odor to be altered.

**LC pairing reduces neural responses to urine volatiles**

We tested whether LC-mediated olfactory plasticity extends to social signals such as urine, which contains cues important for individual recognition (Brennan, 2004; Restrepo et al., 2004). We targeted electrodes to a lateral region of the MOB that includes a cluster of urine-responsive M/T cells and glomeruli (Schaef er et al., 2001; Lin et al., 2005). As seen with food stimuli, when urine exposure was paired to LC stimulation, M/T cell responses to urine were consistently (6 of 7 sites) suppressed (Fig. 5A). Considering the population of all urine-selective cells, LC pairing during repeated presentation of urine led to a significant suppression of responses \( (n = 7; 47 ± 18\% \text{ suppression relative to normalized baseline responses}; \text{Wilcoxon signed rank test, } p < 0.05) \) that was indistinguishable from the suppression seen for food stimuli (Fig. 5B) (Kolmogorov–Smirnov test, \( p = 0.27 \)). We conclude that LC activity, when coupled to odor presentation, leads to selective changes in the representation of a diverse array of stimuli, including potential social signals present in urine.

**LC pairing leads to specific behavioral habituation for urine volatiles**

One intriguing idea is that LC-mediated olfactory plasticity leads to long-lasting olfactory memories. Specifically, we predict that the suppression of M/T cell responses to an LC-paired odor should also result in a corresponding habituation of behavioral responses to the same odor. To directly test whether LC-mediated plasticity might contribute to olfactory memories, we assessed how LC/odor pairing affects subsequent behavioral responses of male mice to female urine (Fig. 6A). Anesthetized male mice were exposed in interleaved blocks of trials to urine from two different strains of female mice in estrus, but presentation of only one urine type was accompanied by an LC stimulus train. Twenty-four hours after LC-stimulus pairing, and after recovery from anesthesia, mice were allowed to explore a Y-maze; one test arm contained a sample of the paired female urine and the other test arm contained the unpaired female urine. Our design was fully counterbalanced for the designation of the paired urine strain and the maze arm in which it was presented.

We found that LC-stimulated mice exhibited behavior consistent with acquisition of a long-term \((≥ 24 \text{ h})\) habituative memory specific for the paired urine. Stimulated mice \( (n = 11) \) spent significantly less time sniffing the paired stimulus (paired \( t \) test, \( p < 0.01 \)) and dwelling in the arm containing the paired stimulus (paired \( t \) test, \( p < 0.05 \)) compared with the time spent investigating the unpaired stimulus (Fig. 6B, C). Sniffing and dwelling were
The reduced investigation of the paired stimulus suggests that mice were habituated to the stimulus by coupling its presentation with LC activation. Like the neural habituation seen with food odorants, this behavioral habituation was also highly selective, because it was not evident for the unpaired urine. This experiment allows us to bridge our anesthetized physiology with wakeful behavior, despite potential differences in coding between the two states (Rinberg et al., 2006). In certain forms of olfactory memory, stimulus-specific habituation is proposed to underlie the suppression of behavioral responses to familiar stimuli (Brennan and Keverne, 1997). Thus, when an odor is paired with LC activation, the animal appears to acquire a long-lasting memory of that stimulus, subsequently treating it as though it were a familiar odor.

**Discussion**

We have shown that odor-evoked activity and coincident NA release in the main olfactory bulb immediately trigger stimulus-specific neuronal habituation, and over a longer time course, result in behavioral habituation to the paired stimulus. Other stages of odor processing may also reflect NA-dependent modulation (Bouret and Sara, 2002; Best and Wilson, 2004), but notably the odor-specific behavioral habituation after LC/odor pairing directly parallels the odor-specific suppression of neuronal responses in the MOB. This compelling correlation suggests that LC-dependent neuronal habituation in the MOB is a substrate for specific olfactory memories.

Forebrain and brainstem neuromodulatory systems are widely associated with short-term and long-term modifications of sensory representations (Rasmusson, 2000; Hurley et al., 2004). These systems thus serve as a link between attention and arousal and state-dependent modification of sensory activity. Typically, the behavioral significance of such phenomena is unclear; however, our study demonstrates similar effects for natural and social stimuli, and furthermore, links these effects to the storage of behaviorally observable implicit memories. Interestingly, the noradrenergic system has been linked to the memory of emotional events in general, including in humans (Cahill et al., 1994; de Quervain et al., 2007), suggesting the mechanism here may also have counterparts in other modalities and species.

**Behavioral significance of LC-mediated MOB plasticity**

The LC-mediated olfactory plasticity we observed exhibits properties that could make it suitable for supporting specific and long-lasting olfactory memories. First, the effects of LC/odor pairing are highly specific, exerting differential effects on behavioral responses to two highly similar urine samples; these samples were taken from female mice in the same reproductive state and with very small genetic differences between them. Second, the behavioral effects of LC/odor pairing are long lasting, persisting for at least 24 h poststimulation. Although it remains to be seen whether this memory exhibits the indelibility of a natural olfactory memory, it persists long enough to suggest that the short-term physiological changes seen under anesthesia are consolidated for long-term storage. Finally, the electrical stimulation we used to trigger NA release mimics surges of NA in the olfactory bulb that are evoked by mating, birth, and maternal odor presentation (Kendrick et al., 1992; Brennan et al., 1995; Rangel and Leon, 1995). Thus, noradrenergic modification, like we report here, will be engaged under naturalistic learning conditions.

The joint requirement of activity and NA release constitutes a particularly elegant mechanism for enforcing stimulus specificity that is “bottom up” rather than instructive. This means that the
olfactory representations of any odorants that are correlated with a social encounter-induced NA surge will be affected. Further experiments could reveal the requirements for tightness of that correlation, but our data set a lower bound of 30 s. It is also noteworthy that we observed no relationship between intrinsic spontaneous discharge and the magnitude of LC suppression (supplemental Fig. 3, available at www.jneurosci.org as supplemental material), suggesting that the requirement for sensory drive cannot be replaced by ongoing activity.

Three forms of natural olfactory learning in various species at different developmental stages require NA (Brennan and Keverne, 1997). The Bruce effect, seen in newly mated female mice, is a suppression of pregnancy block specific for pheromonal cues from the stud male; all other male pheromones evoke a failure of implantation (Bruce, 1959). After birth, ewes exhibit a suppression of their innate aversion to lamb odors that is specific for their own young, thus restricting access to nursing (for review, see Lévy et al., 2004). Finally, during a developmental critical period, rat pups can be conditioned to a novel odor, with the result that they later spend more time dwelling in the presence of the remembered odor (for review, see Moriceau and Sullivan, 2005). The first two phenomena clearly involve suppression of innately aversive responses. The latter has been interpreted as a conditioned attraction; however, aspects of the conditioned behavior may be consistent with removal of novelty avoidance, possibly relating to observed inhibitory responses to the conditioned odor in M/T cells (Wilson et al., 1987). Thus, these memories could in principle be subserved by NA-dependent habituation of olfactory cues that evoke aversive behaviors. Alternatively, it is known that circuitry related to this neonatal conditioning, including that in LC itself, undergoes rapid and dramatic developmental modification, defining a critical period for certain responses to conditioned stimuli (Moriceau and Sullivan, 2004). These differences may make comparisons to adult animals more complicated.

One question is how LC plays a specific role in highly selective individual recognition memories while also participating in more general memory, attention, and arousal functions (Berridge and Waterhouse, 2003; Aston-Jones and Cohen, 2005). Indeed, even with respect to olfaction, NA is released in the MOB during behavioral conditioning (Brennan et al., 1998) and has been implicated in non-social discrimination of arbitrary odorants (Doucette et al., 2007). Moreover, the balance among the various roles of LC is likely to be dynamic across the life of an animal, defining specific critical periods for phenomena such as imprinting. Thresholds for aversive and attractive olfactory learning are regulated by development and social context, partly via changes in LC circuitry (Moriceau and Sullivan, 2004).

To address these issues, it is necessary to determine with fine resolution what conditions lead to dramatic surges of NA during important social encounters and to compare their magnitude with NA fluctuations during other behaviors. Biochemical assays suggest that NA release during an arbitrary olfactory conditioning task is approximately fivefold lower than that seen during social memory formation.

Figure 5. Pairing urine with LC stimulation suppresses responses to urine. A, Urine response suppression. Left, Odor-evoked firing rate above spontaneous discharge is plotted for a series of 60 presentations of urine. During the shaded period, each of 20 presentations was paired with a 5 s, 5 Hz, 40 μA train of biphasic electrical pulses applied to LC. Pairing resulted in a significant lasting suppression of the response to urine. Right, Peristimulus time histograms show the mean response in each denoted epoch. B, Histogram of effects of LC stimulation. Effects of all electrical LC stimulations with urine are shown, compared with all electrical stimulations with food stimuli.
Finally, we see relatively rapid changes in the physiological response to paired odors in anesthetized mice, yet our behavioral changes persisted at least 24 h after recovery. The consolidation of rapid synaptic plasticity into physiological changes lasting more than several hours typically involves gene expression and morphological restructuring (Reymann and Frey, 2007). As such, LC-mediated plasticity may allow us to visualize the synaptic changes underlying long-term modifications of neural circuitry and behavior.
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